
MERCATO DI CASTELROSSO 1934-1935



…continuano I lavori di 
construtione del 
mercato. E una nuova
construzione che si
aggiunge alle alter 
recentemente aseguite
per migliorare I servizi
pubblici e per dare sede
piu degna agli uffice
governative e comunali. 
Vi lavorano tutti operai
locali e cio vale anche a 
diminuire la 
disoccupazione che
nella nostra Isola si fa 
maggiormente sentire in 
questi tempi.

... The construction works 
continue at the market. It 
is a new construction that
improves public services
and gives more worthy
venue to governmental 
and municipal
administration. Local
workers have been 
employed in order to
decrease the 
unemployment in our
island that you can feel
more in these times .

Preliminary drawings 1928/1931

6.8. 1934 
“Il Messagero di 
Rodi “



Restoration of the working bench at the Municipality Market at Kastellorizo

2014

Centrally at the market 
there is a bench for fish. 
It is made out of 
graniglia: one of the first
materials that was born
thanks to the recycling
of waste from the 
processing of marble
and stone , reinforced
with cement and steel, 
colored with natural
oxides and mixed with
water.



26.8.2015

The monument lays 
deserted without any 
conservation and is not 
used anymore as a 
market place. 
It is situated on the 
waterfront and that 
makes the construction 
vulnerable to damages 
due to erosion of the 
reinforced construction.

Restoration of the working bench at the Municipality Market at Kastellorizo



29.8.2015

Serious damage and loss of a big part of the bench



Application for restoration of the bench/ Approval of study from Ministry of Culture



Restoration Study for the Consolidation of missing part and Conservation of the bench
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Consolidation the missing part of the bench- The start 



Lead-ply at points of junction



Elevation of missing part



Putting back the smaller missings parts- testing of their original position



Problematic area for reinforcement-front view



Front view– Reinforcement with stainless steel



Side view– marking for the holes of stainless steel



Side view– making of the holes



Side view– putting stainless steel/ testing of the holes



Side view– putting stainless steel/ final position



Moulding-Shoring



Putting back the smaller missings parts- finalizing their position



Fill in gaps with cement of high strength



Fill in gaps with cement of high strength-putting back smaller parts on the surface



Fill in smaller gaps with two-component epoxy resin/liquid



Fill in smaller gaps with two-component epoxy resin/ pasta



Precautionary measures for public safety



View of the consolidated part of the bench



1rst part of restoration-the consolidation of the missing part- completed successfully…



…to be continued


